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FUEL STORAGE

NEWS
Ledbury Welding & Engineering at FPS Expo 2017

LWE will be highlighting its scope 
and capability for the design and 
manufacture of bulk fuel storage 
solutions at the forthcoming FPS Expo. 
In addition to supply terminals, the 
company’s experience covers bespoke 
tanks for power generation, service 
utilities and commercial fleet operators.   

Above ground tanks are becoming the 
standard for bulk oil storage. They are 
easier to maintain and help deliver an 
environmentally safe installation. For 
new installs, the tanks can be delivered 

to site as pre-commissioned modules, 
to reduce work on site and provide 
better flexibility during the build stages. 
Current engineering technologies and 
transportation enable the production 
of tanks with capacities up to 220,000 
litres. 

As a tank supplier LWE works in 
collaboration with all the frontline 
suppliers of pump dispensers and fuel 
stock management services. Business 
Development Manager, Rob Parsons 
explains. “We can provide impartial 

advice on security and fuel usage 
monitoring. Alternatively, we will be 
happy to work with the customer to 
integrate these services within an existing 
fuel management infrastructure.”  
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Fuelling the big green parcel machine

Tuffnells Parcels Express is one of the UK’s 
longest serving national freight carriers 
with over 100 years experience in driving 
businesses forward. 

As part of the £bn Connect Group, 
the company has built an enviable 
brand reputation for the provision 
of competitively priced services for 
customers throughout the UK and 
overseas. Their vehicles, branded ‘Big 
Green Parcel Machines’ are a familiar 
sight on British roads.

Tuffnells Parcels Express continues to 
update and expand its operational 
network and there are plans to open six 
new depots during the next two years. 

He adds. “We want to ensure that the 
business has absolute control of this 
vital resource. This includes the provision 
of a safety buffer against any possible 
disruption of fuel supplies because of 
events beyond our influence.”

Within the national network, 40 Tuffnells 
depots are equipped with diesel fuelling 
facilities. Depot fuelling has been an 
integral part of the infrastructure for more 
than 25 years. The fuelling facilities are all 
based on above ground storage tanks, 
most of which have been supplied by 
Ledbury Welding & Engineering.

“This infrastructure is under continuous 
review to ensure that it meets the current 
operational requirements, not only 
locally, but also as part of the national 
network. Ledbury Welding have played 
an important part in several depot 
upgrades to increase fuel storage 
capacity. In some cases, priorities have 
changed. For example, fuel storage at 
Newark has been decommissioned to 
make better use of the yard space for 
trailer parking and vehicle movements. 

Fuel management procedures have 
also been improved. Historically this 

function was localised and the depots 
were responsible for their own vehicles. 
Provision was made to allow visiting 
vehicles to fuel. David Emsen continues.

“We now have a common web-based 
platform serving the entire network. This 
means that the driver of any Tuffnells 
vehicle can draw fuel at any of the 
group’s depots. As well as tightening 
up fuel usage monitoring, this measure 
has eliminated the risk of unauthorised 
fuelling by taking out the need for a 
‘visitors’ key.

“Fuel is now being procured on a group 
basis and the depots are charged on 
the usage of their vehicles irrespective 
of where they fuelled. Depots are 
required to monitor stock levels and 
inform the head office when to reorder. 
We are achieving further economies 
by installing larger tanks at the busier 
depots. This additional capacity enables 
us to obtain best possible bulk prices for 
complete tanker deliveries instead of 
partial loads.”

For example, Ledbury Welding supplied 
us an increase in fuel storage capacity 
at Tuffnells’ Haydock hub depot 
from 23,000 litres to 80,000 litres. The 
rationale being that this will allow for 
increasing requirements because of 
visiting vehicles. The Ledbury tank also 
has multi compartments supplying 
both AdBlue and lubricating oil for the 
Haydock fleet. Since these upgrades 
are replacing existing above ground 
installations, Tuffnells has saved on 
decommissioning costs by selling used 
tanks for refurbishment and resale in the 
aftermarket.

Another upgrade at Leighton Buzzard, 
involved the replacement of a tank, 
which was previously located alongside 
the perimeter fence. Ledbury installed 
a larger capacity, multi compartment 
storage tank within an existing building. 
The new tank provides  40K litres storage 
capacity for diesel, 2,500 litres AdBlue 
and 1,000 litres for engine lubrication oil. 

This project was a complete turnkey 
solution which included a relocated 
fuelling island, class 1 interceptor and 
underground pipework connections to a 
tanker delivery point located alongside 
the service pump dispensers. A similar 
Ledbury solution and tank installation is 
going in to the Tuffnells depot at Ipswich. 

“Various factors are considered before 
making the decision to upgrade or install 
depot fuelling. Clearly we must make a 
solid business case in terms of a return 
on investment,” says David Emsen.

“The rationale for bulk purchasing, versus 
third party fuel card accounts, is more 
to do with ensuring we always have a 
reserve or contingency stock. Apart from 
the convenience and making the best 
use of drivers working time.

“There will be a cost and time involved 
should drivers have make a special 
journey just to obtain fuel. So providing 
convenient facilities is part of our 
responsibility as employers. Fuel cards 
can also cause us problems because 
of the potential for abuse and the risk of 
misfuelling at petrol stations.

“Depot fuelling gives us absolute control. 
The fuel management system we use 
enables us to account for every litre. 
Working with Ledbury Welding over many 
years now, we have made sure all our 
new fuel installations are technologically 
up to date, operationally sound and fully 
environmentally compliant. 

Fuel storage tank located under cover at 
Leighton Buzzard.

	

David Emsen, Head of Management Services

“Fuelling the company’s 
road transport fleet is key to 
the company’s commitment 
to reliability,” explains Head 
of Management Services, 
David Emsen.
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Scaling up fuel storage capacity for a smoother 
ride on costs
Whilst most road transport operators 
recognise the benefits of fuel usage 
monitoring, the larger enterprises are 
now turning their attention to purchasing 
economies. Costs can be reduced by 
increasing depot fuel storage capacity 
to make room for full tanker loads. 
Additional capacity also enables buyers 
to take advantage of price reductions, 
or conversely, to ride out any short-term 
increases. 

Stephen Sanderson Transport Limited 
has installed a 90K litres capacity, 
multiple product, storage tank at its 
HQ depot in Market Harborough. This 
replaces a 45K litres capacity tank 
which has been cleaned and relocated 
to the company’s warehouse facilities in 
Corby.   

The new tank has been supplied by 
Ledbury Welding & Engineering as a 
complete Derv Pack, tailored to meet 
Sanderson’s operational requirements. 
This included the provision of stock 
management instrumentation, hose 
reels and dispensers for diesel, gas 
oil, engine oil and Adblue.  Ledbury 
also handled the refurbishment and 
relocation of the existing tank. 

“We are delighted that Sanderson 
Transport has again selected a Ledbury 
tank,” says LWE Business Development 
Manager, Rob Parsons. “This new project 
exemplifies the flexibility of using above 
ground storage. After 13 years in service, 
the existing tank continues to be an 
asset to the firm.”

Sanderson’s installed its first depot fuelling 
facilities following the disruption caused 
by fuel strikes after the millennium. As 
fuel prices continued to increase, new 
vehicles were specified with long range 
(800 litres) fuel tanks to avoid the need 
for external fuelling.

Currently fuel usage is running at around 
36K litres a week – equivalent to a full 
tanker load.

“Apart from the advantage of having 
some form of buffer provision, bulk 
purchasing ensures we have absolute 
control over our fuel costs. We want to 
shop around for best prices,” explains 
Managing Director, Stephen Sanderson. 
Further increasing our storage capacity 
also offers us another important 
advantage. Since fuel prices tend to 
fluctuate, we can now afford to defer 
purchase orders until better prices are 
available.

For example, we have been able to ride 
out a short-term price increase of up to 
4 pence a litre over three weeks in April. 
Potentially this could have resulted in an 
increase of over £2,000 across the last 
two tanker deliveries. Clearly, having 
sufficient stock is key to this strategy. 
Making it happen also requires accurate 
stock management and visibility of 
fuel usage from our back-office fuel 
management procedures.”

Painted blue to match the company 
vehicles, the fuelling point is installed at 
the entrance to the company’s yard. 

All fuelling requirements are incorporated 
with standard flow dispensers for cars 
and vans and high flow pumps for 
the HGVs. Gas oil is also available for 
material handling plant and the truck 
mounted Moffett fork lift trucks.  

Founded by Stephen in 1973 and now 
a family business, Sanderson Transport 
has grown into a leading UK haulage 
distribution company employing 100 
people. Supporting its warehouse 
facilities, the firm operates a fleet of 
65 commercial vehicles, ranging 
from local delivery vans to rigid and 
articulated HGVs. Important elements 
of the business are its Palletline ‘hub 
and spoke’ operations and several key 
account distribution services.

Managing Director Stephen Sanderson. “Apart from a buffer provision, 
bulk purchasing ensures we have absolute control over our fuel costs.”

New fuelling point with capacity for 75,000 litres road diesel, 10,000 
litres gas oil for material handling and 6,000 litres Adblue.

At 19 meters long, the 
Ledbury tank makes it an 
impressive installation, often 
commented on by visitors.
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Marking LWE’s long standing relationship with 
Stagecoach UK
The opening of the new Stagecoach 
bus depot in Herne Bay, Kent, marks 
a longstanding relationship with 
Ledbury Welding & Engineering (LWE). 
Stagecoach has closed its former 
High Street facilities and relocated to 
a purpose-built depot alongside the 
town’s railway station. 

Under a turnkey contract, LWE has 
supplied a fully operational vehicle 
fuelling installation. This comprises a 
100K self bunded diesel storage tank 
serving dual pump dispensers.  The 
work also included the refurbishment of 
an existing bio-diesel tank, which has 
been reinstalled, together with all the 
interconnecting pipework.  

“LWE has been a supplier of diesel fuel 
storage tanks to the Stagecoach Group 
for many years,” says UK Bus Construction 
Manager, Stuart Farr. “The UK bus group 
covers over 90 major towns and cities, 
operating from 180 depots throughout 
the United Kingdom. Out of these, it 
would be fair to say that most of the 
group’s diesel storage tanks have been 
manufactured by LWE.”

The UK Bus group is split into 19 regional 
operating companies, each of which 
has its own management team 
and thereby, enabled to operate 
autonomously per local requirements. 

Stuart Farr continues. “The Construction 
department is brought in to provide 

specialist expertise for any major 
infrastructure projects. We act in an 
advisory capacity with responsibility 
for helping to achieve cost savings 
and better efficiency in facilities 
management across the board.

“After reviewing options for Herne Bay, we 
decided to ask LWE to take responsibility 
for the entire package – as a complete 
fuelling solution. 

In summarising the project Stuart Farr said.  
“This project has further strengthened 
the longstanding relationship that exists 
between Stagecoach Group and LWE 
as a key equipment supplier. The Herne 
Bay project went very smoothly. The 
new tank, together with the refurbished 
biofuel tank and fuelling facilities are 
now operational.” 

Stagecoach North Kent runs 75 buses 
from its Herne Bay depot. Mostly 
these are for ‘Park and Ride’ and local 
scheduled service routes. Other work 
includes school contracts and services 
tailored to local university campuses.

Stuart Farr Stagecoach UK Bus 
Construction Manager

“Since the tank is the major 
element for new installs, this 
approach not only saved on 
costs, it also added value to LWE 
by providing the opportunity 
to commission stock 
management instrumentation 
and loading controls as part of 
the factory build process.”

Come and see us at FPS!


